Manual transcription of audio databases for automatic speech recognition (ASR) training is a costly and time-consuming process. State-of-the-art hybrid ASR systems that are based on deep neural networks (DNN) can exploit un-transcribed foreign data during unsupervised DNN pre-training or semisupervised DNN training. We investigate the relevance of foreign data characteristics, in particular domain and language.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are based on statistical parametric methodologies and therefore require large amounts of data during training. Furthermore, the training data needs to be transcribed. Obtaining data transcripts is often expensive and usually involves human interaction.
However, for many languages in the world, there are only very small amounts of transcribed data available. Therefore, many studies addressed the exploitation of foreign out-ofdomain and out-of-language data for the training of ASR systems [1] [2] [3] . It was shown that foreign data usually helps in low-resourced scenarios. On the other hand, in general, there is little (or no) performance gain if a large amount of target data is available [3] .
In this paper, we investigate whether foreign data (outof-domain or out-of-language) can improve the performance of an ASR system that has already been trained on 20 hours of matched data. In the context of hybrid HMM/DNN systems, where the emission probabilities of the hidden Markov model (HMM) states are estimated with deep neural networks (DNNs), we compare the benefits obtained with different kinds of speech data.
We study the performance of an ASR system built on 20 hours of French MediaParl data [4] . MediaParl contains German and French data recorded at the bilingual Valais parliament (Valais is a bilingual Swiss canton). In contrast to other studies, such as [5] , the MediaParl database provides the unique opportunity of investigating how beneficial outof-language data is when recorded in matched conditions. Since some speakers are bilingual, MediaParl also contains data recorded from the same speaker, the same domain and the same channel in French and German.
To investigate how important domain and language are, we use three un-transcribed foreign datasets, 50 hours of French MediaParl data (matched data), 50 hours of German MediaParl data (matched domain, unmatched language) and 50 hours of Ester data (unmatched domain, matched language). We use each dataset for DNN pre-training [6] , as well as semi-supervised DNN training [7, 8] , with and without data selection based on confidence measures. Our studies show that generative pre-training is language and domain independent, hereby confirming earlier studies [8, 9] . For semisupervised training, experiments reveal that (1) automatically generated transcripts are beneficial, (2) language and domain seem to be equally important, and (3) confidence measure based data selection allows to significantly reduce the amount of foreign data without degrading the ASR performance.
The reminder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives more details about the used datasets and Section 3 briefly reviews the applied acoustic modeling techniques. Experimental setup and results are then presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
DATABASES
We used data from two different databases: MediaParl [4] and Ester [10] . With regard to our target, MediaParl provides matched data as well as out-of-language data recorded under the same conditions (matched channel/domain) whereas Ester provides out-of-domain French data.
MediaParl
MediaParl [4] is a publicly available bilingual database recorded at the Valaisan Parliament. Valais is a bilingual French/German Swiss canton and the parliament members can therefore express themselves in either language.
The MediaParl speech corpus contains debates of the years 2006 and 2009-2012 1 . The parliament debates always take place in the same large, closed room. Each speaker intervention can last from about 10 seconds up to 15 minutes and the voice is recorded through a distant microphone, and played back simultaneously through loudspeakers.
MediaParl data is challenging for ASR because there is a large amount of background noise as well as reverberationdue to the room architecture and speech playback. Multiple speakers with a large variety of local accents, some of them non-native speakers, further increase the complexity of the database.
We refer to the publicly available and manually transcribed database as MediaParl-core (MP-core). Since the debates at the parliament are always recorded, it is easy to obtain un-transcribed data (not part of the distributed database). We refer to this un-transcribed data as extended MediaParl (MP-ext). The MP-ext data is automatically split into French and German parts by using a conventional automatic language identification (LID) system trained on MP-core. The accuracy of the LID system is approximately 98% [4] .
MP-FR-core and MP-FR-ext
The majority -about two thirds -of the MediaParl database consist of standard Swiss French speech. The French part of MP-core is referred to as MP-FR-core and is split in training (19.2 h) and testing (1.5 h) data. MP-FR-core is considered as our target database, i.e., the one on which we would like to improve ASR performances.
The French part of MP-ext consists of more than 200 h of un-transcribed data. For the sake of comparison, about 50 h of speech were retained in the present study. This subset is referred to as MP-FR-ext. MP-FR-ext and MP-FR-core have matched conditions for both the language and the channel/domain.
MP-GE-core and MP-GE-ext
The remaining third of the MediaParl database consists of Swiss German speech. Swiss German in Valais encompasses a large variety of accents and local dialects. However, in the parliament, people almost exclusively speak in (accented) standard Swiss German.
The German part of MP-core is referred to as MP-GEcore and is split in training (17.8 h) and testing (2.1 h) data.
The German part of MP-ext consists of about 100 h of untranscribed speech. For comparison purposes, about 50 h of speech were used to form the MP-GE-ext dataset. MP-GEext was recorded in the same conditions as our target MP-FRcore; the language is different, but channel and domain match the target database.
Ester
Ester [10] is a database of standard French radio broadcast news. It comprises a large number of speakers in various recording conditions. In this study, we retained a subset of Ester consisting of native speakers in low noise conditions, it is 58.3 h long. Although there are some minor differences between standard French and Swiss French, we will consider them to be the same language. Channel and domain of Ester and MP-FR-core however, are very different.
ACOUSTIC MODELING
In this section, we describe the acoustic modeling approaches under investigation. Our basic system is a hybrid HMM/DNN [11] , where the emission probabilities of the HMM states are estimated with a DNN. Details about the experimental setup are described later in Section 4. Here, we briefly review the applied techniques.
Unsupervised generative pre-training (RBM)
Hybrid HMM/DNN systems have been extensively studied over the last couple of years and are today's state-of-the-art speech recognizers. DNNs have several more layers than conventional Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) and therefore many more parameters. Since neural networks are usually trained with error back-propagation algorithms that may converge to local minima, the parameters are often initialized using pretraining algorithms [6] .
We use a generative pre-training approach and train the network layer by layer. Each pair of layers is treated as a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) [6] . The first RBM uses Gaussian-Bernoulli units and the following RBMs then have Bernoulli-Bernoulli units. This pre-training approach is completely unsupervised and does not require transcriptions.
It was already shown that pre-training is language independent [8, 9] . However, it seems to be still unclear what makes some data suitable for unsupervised pre-training [9] . By using the datasets described in Section 2, we hope to better understand how to select suitable data for pre-training. 
Semi-supervised pre-training
An alternative to unsupervised pre-training is semisupervised pre-training that makes use of automatically generated transcripts. It consists of three steps: (1) transcript generation, (2) foreign DNN training, and (3) target DNN training.
Transcript generation
To exploit un-transcribed data, we first build a basic ASR system trained using manually transcribed MP-core data, which can then be used to generate transcripts for the foreign untranscribed data.
Foreign DNN training
The automatically generated transcripts can then be used to train a DNN. However, automatically generated transcripts may contain errors and erroneous transcripts should ideally be excluded during DNN training. Inspired by a recent study [8] , we apply confidence measures to pre-select confident transcripts. As a confidence, the amount of uncertainty measured by using frame-based entropy information criteria is used, similar to [12] . The confidence is computed from word posterior probabilities estimated from the decoding lattices using the forward-backward procedure. We evaluate three methods:
• The straightforward method (NONE) ignores confidence measure and uses all available transcripts.
• The segment based method (SEG) sums and normalizes the frame-based entropy scores on a per segment basis. Whole segments that have a confidence score below a certain threshold will be excluded from training.
• The frame based method (FRM) directly exploits frame-based confidence scores to include or exclude single frames, based on a given threshold.
Target DNN training
The foreign data may be from another language, leading to mismatched DNN outputs (different tied-state targets). We therefore adapt the DNN to the target data by randomly reinitializing the last layer of the DNN and re-training the whole DNN using the target data, as was done, for example, in [13] .
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We used the Kaldi ASR toolkit [14] for our experiments. An overview over all evaluated systems is given in Table 2 .
Baseline
Our baseline ASR was trained using MP-FR-core. As an acoustic model, we trained a DNN with 3 hidden layers. Each hidden layer consisted of 2,000 hidden units. At the input, we used nine consecutive frames (four preceding and four following frames) of 39-dimensional Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) including deltas and double deltas. We trained the DNN to estimate posterior probabilities of 3,905 tied-state targets.
For the decoding, a trigram ARPA language model was trained from three different sources: transcripts from MP-FRcore, text from the Swissparl corpus containing Swiss Parliament proceedings, and text from Europarl -a multilingual corpus of European Parliament proceedings [15] . Europarl contains about 50 million words for each language and is used to overcome data sparsity of the MediaParl and Swissparl texts.
The standard HMM/DNN system yielded 16.2% word error rate (WER). After applying RBM based pre-training, using the MP-FR-core data, we obtained a WER of 15% (also shown in Table 2 ).
Confidence thresholds
As discussed in Section 3.2, we select confident audio data based on confidence measures. To ensure a fair comparison between the three foreign datasets and the two confidence measure methods, we set the thresholds such that a similar amount of foreign data was used in each case.
The amount of data to select was determined by studying how different amounts of high confidence MP-FR-ext data affect the WER on the MP-FR-core test set if the SEG method is used; the results are shown in Table 1 . It seems that there is a noticeable drop in WER when 40% of the foreign data (about 20 h) is used. For the sake of comparison, we set all the confidence thresholds to retain the most confident 40% of the foreign datasets (for both SEG and FRM methods).
Systems
For each foreign dataset, we evaluated an unsupervised RBM system and semi-supervised NONE, SEG and FRM systems as described in Section 3. To automatically generate the transcripts, we used a system trained on manually transcribed MP-FR-core data for the French systems (MP-FR-ext and Ester). To automatically transcribe the MP-GE-ext data, we used an ASR system trained on manually transcribed MP-GE-core data.
Since both French databases share a common phoneset, they can easily be combined during DNN training. We therefore also evaluate a system on all the un-transcribed French data (more than 100 h). For the confidence measure based systems, we also retained 40% of the data, i.e., about 40 h.
RESULTS
We first discuss the hypotheses under investigation and then present the experimental results.
Prior expectations
• Previous studies suggest that pre-training is languageindependent [8, 9] . We hypothesize that pre-training is both domain and language independent.
• It was found that automatically transcribed data can improve the ASR performance [2, 8] . We hypothesize that automatically transcribed foreign data is beneficial, independently of language or domain.
• We hypothesize that the system with the most data (MP-FR-ext & Ester) yields the most improvement.
• We hypothesize that the frame based confidence measure outperforms the utterance based one because the frame based method is able to identify bad frames in a generally well recognized segment.
Results
The results are shown in Table 2 and confirm that pre-training is indeed language and domain independent. Experiments indicate that the amount of data available for pre-training is more important than the origin of the data. Our study also shows that none of the systems that used foreign data with automatic transcription performed worse than the baseline system. The performances of the MP-GEext and the Ester systems are very similar, with a slight advantage for the Ester systems, hence it seems that hypothesis two is confirmed. However, the system that has matched domain and language (MP-FR-ext) performs considerably better than MP-GE-ext and Ester. Thus, matched data helps most.
The systems that used the combined dataset MP-FR-ext & Ester perform similarly to the MP-FR-ext systems. Therefore, we must reject the third hypothesis. If we have access to untranscribed matched data, un-transcribed data from a different language or domain does not seem to be beneficial.
Overall, the frame-based confidence measure method seems to outperform the segment-based one (except for MP-FR-ext where they perform similarly). Thus, we accept hypothesis four. The frame-based confidence measure method allows to significantly reduce the amount of involved foreign data (down to 40%) without significantly degrading the ASR performance.
Finally, two systems performed best, with a 5% relative improvement over the baseline: MP-FR-ext and MP-FR-ext & Ester, with automatic transcription (no confidence).
CONCLUSION
We investigated how important domain and language are, if foreign datasets are exploited for unsupervised and semisupervised DNN training. Our study indicates that the amount of data that is used for RBM pre-training is more important than the origin. For semi-supervised training however, matched data yields most improvement. If the data is not matched, it seems that domain and language are equally important. Furthermore, we also found that the amount of foreign data used for semi-supervised training can be significantly reduced without degrading the ASR performance if data selection relying on frame-based confidence measure is employed.
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